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A system for the High School to have access to grant funds is almost complete. The 
trustees are waiting for acknowledgment from the School. 
 
The trustees have been advised that it may be possible to make a saving on trustee 
liability insurance, particularly after the Trust becomes a Charitable Independent 
Organisation. 
 
A boat owner has constantly failed to honour his promises to prove that his boat is 
complying with requirements to show tax and insurance relating to his vessel. The 
trustees have agreed that it should removed from the moorings by the end of March. 
 
Problems of condensation in the Trusts security cameras are being investigated and 
should be rectified by the end of March. 
 
Previously noted that new applicants for moorings are unable to easily access the 
appropriate form on the village web site so a link is bring created on the “Problems 
Page”. The new e mail address, marthamboatdyke@gmail.com is now also in place 
on the web site and all of the trusts documents have been amended. 
 
March will be the end of the current financial year and arrangements have been 
approved for the accounts to be reconciled and audited. 
 
An owner had commented that his vessel was being “crowded”, this has been 
rectified. Any problems / queries relating to moorings should be addressed to the 
coordinator, Ray Banham on 07765848756. 
 
Following the recent spate of thefts from the dyke and surrounding areas P.C. Cook 
has requested that the gate on the track leading to Cess Road should be kept 
locked. Arrangements have been agreed with the Drainage Authority and local 
farmer for them to have access. It is planned to install steel bollards to prevent any 
further vehicular damage to the gate. Any request for it to be opened should be 
addressed to Ray Banham. 
 
Trustees have been requested to consider the application for the Trust to become a 
Charitable Incorporated Organisation and submit their comments before the end of 
the month with a view to submitting the application in the new financial year. 
 
 
 


